SIDEPAN DETAIL 'A'

NOTE: ALLOW CURB FLASHING TO MOVE WITH PANEL, DO NOT FASTEN TO ROOF CURB.

SIDEPAN DETAIL 'B'

BEMO ROOF PANEL

5/8" TYPE X GYPSUM BOARD

5/16" S.S. BOLT ASSEMBLY W/ S.S. NEO. BONDED WASHERS (BOTH SIDES); SPACE BOLTS @ 18" O.C.

1" MIN (TYP)

ROOF CURB

DUMMY MALE RIB: CUT FROM SCRAP PANEL; PLACE 2 SIDE BY SIDE ROWS OF 3/32" X 1/2" SEALANT TAPE BETWEEN DUMMY RIB & VERTICAL LEG OF SIDEPAN FLASH

DUMMY FEMALE RIB; CUT FROM SCRAP PANEL; PLACE 2 SIDE BY SIDE ROWS OF 3/32" X 1/2" SEALANT TAPE BETWEEN DUMMY RIB & VERTICAL LEG OF SIDEPAN FLASH

1" X 3/4" EXPANDABLE FOAM TAPE

CURB COUNTER FLASHING

SIDEPAN FLASH; SAME MATERIAL TYPE AS ROOF PANEL

BEMO ROOF PANEL